
Question Answer

Could i do an AQ as an AFE?
You can only qualify for AQs once the BEd is complete, and the AFE must be completed in order to graduate from the BEd, so I'm 
afraid not.

Can the AFE be a paid position? (E.g. I see the Paper Educational 
Support System post mentions pay is $15/hr) Yes

Can I do more then 1 AFE at once?
Yes, you could. But be cautious about overextending yourself and make sure you and your Supervisor are in agreement on 
expectations re: commitment level

Can I do an AFE (if time allows) at the same time as practicum?
Yes, you could. But be cautious about overextending yourself and be open/professional with your Supervisor about your 
Practicum commitments.

Am I able to start an AFE before getting approval? (ie. starting 
next week?)

Yes. Please submit the Proposal as soon as reasonably possible. Within the "description" section, note your start date so that we 
can back-date it in our records.

My practicum got approved and then cancelled. What is the 
faculty doing to ensure that I get a placement? I do NOT want to 
do an AFE in first year.

As noted in the practicum Q & A, sometimes changes occur that are beyond our control. We received notice after the 
assignments were posted that some associates were not able to provide the assigned support for a variety of reasons that were 
not made available to us prior to the posting. You can choose to complete the AFE anytime between now and May 2022.

My practicum got approved and then cancelled. What is the 
faculty doing to ensure that I get a placement? I do NOT want to 
do an AFE in first year.

You do not need to do an AFE in the first year; as Katie carefully explained, you must complete 210 hours before the end of May 
2022. The AFE has flexibility to accommodate your needs. The practicum office continues to work with all of its partner board to 
find placements and as noted there are numerous challenges this year due to the Pandemic.

Does this mean we can do AFE during holidays? Yes
Do you have to do 2 separate AFE’s or can you do all 210 hours at 
the same place? You could do all 210 hours at the same place
Can we complete our hours over the summer? Yes
does it have to be at 2 AFE placements, or could we have multiple 
experiences totallying 210 hours?

Multiple is fine. You can divide the 210 hours between as many experiences as you'd like. Each experience will need it's own set 
of reports (Proposal/Self-Evaluation/Supervisor Report)

Would a daycare count as an AFE? Even if you are in I/S stream? Yes! We encourage you to work with different grades, subjects, etc. outside of your stream

Do we find our own AFE placement?
Teacher Candidates find their own AFE Placement. The Teacher Education Office arranges a variety of opportunities (find them 
at TheTeacherCandidate.com/can-afe-list but you are not restricted to that list. Feel free to arrange something independently.

What if it is a resource teacher who works in a high school but we 
are in P/J? that's fine

if we don't receive a practicum this term, choose to begin a full-
time AFE, and then receive a practicum once we have already 
begun the AFE, is it not unprofessional to quit the AFE half-way 
through to do the practicum?

Agreed! If you are waiting on a Practicum placement, and decide to set up an AFE in the meantime, please be open and 
professional with your AFE Supervisor. The AFE is designed to be a chance for TCs to practice professional communication skills 
(ex. being clear, thinking of the recipient's needs, using positive phrasing). Most will be very understanding about your situation 
as long as it's not a surprise to them. They may be interested in continuing to host you for AFE part-time during Practicum, or 
would be able to support your AFE at a later date. Or they may decline to support your AFE due to the uncertainty. 

I know my friend that went to queens, had an opportunity to go 
africa for the three weeks and work in classrooms for her AFE. 
Does western have an option like this? Obviously if covid get 
better

We typically have several International AFE opportunities like that each year (most recently UK, France, Spain, Dominican 
Republic, Peru) - usually they are held after your final Practicum block in Year 2. All were cancelled for 2020-2021. We don't 
know if any will be available during your Year 2 (ie 2021-2022)



How important are our AFE placements to our future job 
applications? Are they examined during the hiring process?

The AFE are great opportunities to set yourself apart in job applications and many teacher candidates upload their AFE reports in 
support of their applications. Assuming you're applying for teaching jobs, all applicants will have Practica experiences, but the 
alternative experiences will vary. I'd recommend you think about what part of education you're passionate about and pursue 
AFE opportunities that support that. You will then be able to speak passionately (and memorably) on what you learnt during the 
AFE and how that will benefit your future students in an interview setting.

Do we have to do AFE if we don’t get a practicum placement? I 
was hoping to work abroad for AFE.

No, you don't have to complete an AFE during Nov/Dec if you don't have a Practicum placement. Just note that you will need to 
complete all 210 AFE hours before graduation, and the future of the international AFE opportunities are uncertain

Do these 210 hours have to be completed in two 105 blocks? Is 
there a minimum of hours we have to do somewhere?

There is no minimum! You're welcome to divide your 210 hours among any number of experiences, even if that means 200+ 1 
hour experiences (though that would be a lot of Proposals/Self-Evaluations!)

Can being enrolled in the IB program be considered as an AFE? yes

Where would we find templates for the proposal and self-report?
The AFE Proposal and Self-Evaluation are both online forms, with question prompts. Find them at 
TheTeacherCandidate.com/AFE

For our AFE, will we still have a block in which to do it in second 
year? Or is this supposed to be overlapping with our other 
courses?

There are two AFE blocks in year 2; courses don't overlap with these. The option for AFE flexibility will continue next year, so you 
may still choose to complete AFE in an ongoing manner. We may also use AFE block time for practicum if needed.

If I'm in P/J would working with secondary school students still 
count towards my AFE? yes
Would an ESL program count as an AFE placement? yes
Would volunteering with Family and Child Services or Big Brother 
programs be permitted? yes
Are we required to pay our supervisor out of pocket? AFE supervisors are volunteers and are not paid
Could all 210 hours be done at one placement? yes

What happens if your speciality area is international education?
You do not have to link any AFE hours to your Specialty, but if you want to, you could consider supporting ELL students or in 
International curriculum school settings, or social services that support new Canadians, for example.

Does that include Section 23?
Section 23 schools could be a great setting for an Alternative Field Experience, though I haven't heard from any wanting to host 
AFE in the past few months (normally we do), so I expect they're limited in hosting right now

If we do a daycare setting, we arent secured under the union, 
correct? So then, is it recommended?

That is OK. Daycares do not fall under the Ontario College of Teachers/Ontario Teachers' Federation, and you are welcome to 
use a daycare for AFE hours

Is our supervisor supposed to be part of the host organization or 
just a professional in general?

The supervisor should be part of the host organization. The exception is if you are pursuing an independent study/research 
project, not affiliate with a host organization. In that situation, any professional could support and supervise you.

How do you estimate the pandemic will impact finding AFE 
placements?

We have had more interest from organizations/individuals interested in hosting AFE. Many are looking for support as they 
transition their work to remote and/or need to provide more customized support to their students/clients

I know that working within our specialty was waived this year, but 
is there a list somewhere that organizes AFE opportunities by 
specialty? Unfortunately we don't have a list like that. There would be quite a bit of cross-over between the specialties
Can I use a current work study through UWO as an AFE? yes, you could, if your work study role is connected to education
I noticed KidsHelpPhone was on the list, would their Crisis Text 
Line count? yes

What is the reasoning behind including AFE? How will this help 
our learning?

The AFE is intended as another way for you to enhance your professional competencies. It's deliberately designed to give you 
choice in your experience(s) so that you may personalize your exploration of a particular educational area/skill. The submission 
of a proposal allows for practice at crafting learning outcomes, and your AFE reports provides an opportunity for self-reflection. 

Would a volunteer swim instructor position be acceptable? yes



If I want to do an AFE at LHSC but they need the school to contact 
them first. How can the faculty help with this? Just write to kmentone@uwo.ca with the details that they need, and I can send the initial contact to get the ball rolling.
can we work with a western professor? Would that count as an 
AFE yes
What if your area has been hit with larger COVID restrictions and 
you have an opprotunity to do an AFE with a family member who 
is in the teacher profession by assisting in a virtual project, would 
this not be allowed due to being under partial direction from the 
family member? - There would also be other supervisors helping 
out (such as the school principal)

yes, we can be more flexible in allowing "conflicts of interest" for AFE Supervisors than for Practicum. That situation would be 
fine.

When should we start setting up an AFE? Should wait until mid-
next week or would you recommend we start right away?

It's up to you to decide; you may wish to wait until end of day tomorrow when all placements beginning November 16 will be 
posted.

Are AFE experiences only volunteer placements? Can we also do 
something academic (the ''project''?). Lots of places aren't taking 
volunteers now anymore because of COVID yes
Hi Katelyn, is the faculty able to help us find an AFE? I know this 
our responsibility but some places require the faculty to get in 
touch with them first.

Yes, we can provide support as needed. If an organization needs to hear from Western University before agreeing to host you, 
please email kmentone@uwo.ca with the details/contact information

Do we have to start our AFE this year or can we wait until next 
year when it is “scheduled” in our 2 year B. Ed plan?

You may decide to wait until next year, but note that if you are still needing practicum days, the AFE blocks may be used for this. 
You'll still be able to work flexibly on your AFE hours next year as well.

Are there examples of proposals available for us
We wait for the approval before we start our AFE right? preferably, yes
Alot of places are canceled due to COVID live answered
is there a specific way to track hours, or is it 'honour system'? we trust you to do the tracking. Your Supervisor will be asked to confirm the hours, so keep them in the loop as you go. 

Can we start our AFE as soon as we put in our proposal? My AFE 
wants me to do a training session ASAP in order to get started. So 
what would happen with that in terms of my proposal? yes. In the "description" section, please enter your start date so we know it's already started/starting
Would community centers/recreation centers be permissible? yes
is the faculty able to help us find an AFE? Yes - take a look at the opportunities we've already secured at TheTeacherCandidate.com/can-AFE-list
Can we do just 1 AFE that is equivalent to the hours? yes

Will we be notified if we do not get a placement?
If a placement is not listed by end of this week, continue to check the portal next week. Joanne will give weekly updates at the 
end of next week via email about the ongoing process.

can we do an AFE at the same time of Practicum? For example if 
the AFE is on weekends or evenings. yes, you could, but be cautious about overextending as practicum should be your priority during the placement block

who do we submit the proposal to?
The Proposal is an online form, available at TheTeacherCandidate.com/AFE. When you submit it, it will go to the Teacher 
Education Office for review (and you'll receive an email receipt)

Can I go back to occasional teaching and count that as AFE? No, (uncertified) occassional teaching cannot count towards the AFE hours. 
If we have specific questions about AFE and what is accepted, 
who is the best person to email? Katie Mentone, Program Coordinator, kmentone@uwo.ca

My practicum starts Nov 30, what should I be doing the next two 
weeks?

You can work on your AFE, if you have an experience/project that would fit in that time frame. Alternately, you could spend the 
time working to arrange an AFE for the future (over winter holiday, part-time during school year, etc). Or you can use the time 
for personal responsibilities.



Will those of us doing AFE because we did not receive placement 
be given priority for next practicum block? Yes.
Question for Joanne: if my preferred board was WRDSB and I am 
flexible to go to other boards in the area should I email and tell 
you which boards ?

You could email, but as noted, email volume is high and priority is given to board and principal emails at this time. If you don't 
have a placement by the end of the week, email your second choice to Joanne next week.

What if we sent an email requesting a second school board in 
hopes that would make the chances better?

When possible, depending on the status of the board, we moved names to the second board choice, only if we knew the first 
board could not find us a spot.

so the only start dates are Nov 16, 23 and 30? or would we start 
placement as soon as we hear back from the portal on any other 
date? If you are given a placement with a late start date, we will confirm the first day of your placement with you.

If we do not get a placement for this term, what are the 
consequences to that? Will we have to make it up at a later time?

Our goal is for everyone to complete 4 practica and 210 AFE hours by end of May 2022. We may need to adapt AFE blocks to 
Practicum in year 2.

Can I work as an EA and ask my mentor or professor to be my 
supervisor? yes

What if your AFE is tutoring, who is the supervisor?

Ideally you'll have an education professional to act as Supervisor, someone you can turn to for advice throughout. This could be 
an instructor, teacher that you know, tutoring student's teacher, etc. Alternately, the parent could act as Supervisor (though we 
recognize they would likely only be able to provide support re: the student, not the tutoring content). It's also possible it could 
be an "unsupervised" AFE - in that case we'd need to see supporting documentation confirming the experience at the end 
(instead of the Supervisor's Report)

Hi Katelyn and Anna, am I able to stay on after to ask a few brief 
questions? I’ll be quick I promise :) So sorry, we missed this! If you're able to come to a Drop In, please do, or email us at zuber@uwo.ca / kmentone@uwo.ca

why are we able to select our own AFE but not able to select our 
own practicum placement?

They are fundamentally different placements, serving different purposes, so they are arranged differently. The Practicum must 
meet all accreditation requirements (host teacher level of experience, principal approval, board approval, TC pre-placement 
training, etc) and requires extensive coordination with school boards. AFE is a chance for TCs to practice their professional 
communication and explore areas of interest.

Will there be any school work for those individuals that still don't 
have practicum in the next four weeks? no, courses end today and resume in January

For our AFE, will we still have a block in which to do it in second 
year? Or is this supposed to be overlapping with our other 
courses?

There are still 2 designated AFE blocks in year 2; they don't overlap with courses. We'll post your year 2 Academic Calendar on 
the blog shortly so you can see how Year 2 is set-up. Please be aware that, if schools close over the coming months and Practica 
are affected, we may need to schedule make-up Practicum time. In that situation, the AFE blocks may be used for make-up 
Practica.

Do our hours still count before our AFE form is approved?
Yes - if you start your AFE after Nov 13, before you submit/hear back on your Proposal, your time can still start. Please submit 
your Proposal as soon as reasonably possible, and include your start date in the "description" section of the AFE

Is it possible to have a past employer as a supervisor? yes

If I have an AFE idea that is not specifically mentioned anywhere, 
who can I contact to make sure it’s an acceptable idea? Katie,  kmentone@uwo.ca

are we allowed to return to previous teaching positions for our 
AFE’s?

You are welcome to complete your AFE in a role/setting/project that you've worked in before, as long as you feel you have more 
to learn there. The one exception is if it is an uncertified teaching position (ex. emergency supply/LTO) - uncertified teaching 
cannot count towards any program requirements.

As for placement being confirmed tonight, what is the latest point 
that the portal will be updated? 5pm? If you check first thing Friday morning that will include all Thursday updates.



Can you work with adults. ex. in a correctional facility? yes
a job as a camp counsellor would work? yes

Should we apply to the position and then submit the proposal, or 
the other way around?

Secure the position first, so that you can develop expectations and reasonable learning goals before submitting the Proposal. (It 
is rare that a Proposal is denied due to the location being inappropriate - in most cases, Proposals are approved as is, though 
occassionally we have questions or would like to see further development of learning goals)

Can we do AFE overseas?

Yes, university-arranged international placements can be completed for AFE. (TCs cannot arrange their own international AFES) 
We typically have 5-7 different International AFE destinations every year. All were cancelled for 2019-2020. We don't know what 
that will look like for 2020-2021

If we do not get a practicuum placement in this block, when will 
this be made up? Will it be taken from a random AFE next year? 
How does this process work?

Yes, it is possible the AFE blocks on the calendar for year 2 will become practicum times if needed. It will depend on how schools 
respond to the pandemic, and when they are able to host Practicum

Can you do AFE outside of Ontario? Yes. An AFE can be completed anywhere in Canada - no extra steps or approval required.
If you are able to manage 2 part time AFE placements at the same 
time can you do that? yes
If we dont get a placement this semester will we have to come 
back another year to complete the missed hours?

Our goal is for everyone to complete program and graduate on time. It is possible that the scheduled AFE times in year 2 will be 
used for practicum if needed.

Is Katie the person we email if we have AFE questions? yes
Practicum Question: Just to confirm, we will find out if we have a 
placement in a school by tonight and if we don’t see a change on 
the portal that means we do not have a placement, but Joanne 
will still continue to look for us after tonight. Yes Joanne and Cindy will continue to seek placements up to the end of November for a start of Nov. 30
If we do not get a practicum now, can we do it between April to 
June?

It is possible that the scheduled AFE dates could be used as practicum. We try to work within the posted university calendar, but 
we are willing to consider options if necessary. But we wouldn't extend into June.

We are not able to use emergency supply teaching as an AFE but 
what if we are able to teach in an ESL classroom (certified)?

It depends on the setting. If it is within a licensed K-12 Ontario school, and the role would typically be filled by an OCT, then it 
cannot qualify for AFE. If it is a private organization, and employees are not under an OTF affiliate (ex. ETFO, OSSTF, OECTA), 
then that would be OK for AFE

what is the difference between uncertified teaching and online 
tutoring? You don't have to have a teaching certificate to work as a tutor, so tutoring is not considered uncertified teaching.
Could tutoring count for AFE yes

If you get a placement where the associate teacher has a different 
teachable than you, can you count those hours towards AFE?

It's possible that you may complete one or more Practica with an AT who has classes outside of your teachables. If you are in a 
Practicum placement, it will count for Practicum days. That time cannot be double-counted towards AFE. 

would paid private practice as an OT be acceptable?
It could be; the AFE does have to be connected to education. We'd recommend that you submit an AFE Proposal outlining your 
learning goals for the experience and how they'll help you as a future teacher

If we do not get a placement until Nov 23 - would we be able to 
stay until Dec 18 to ensure that we get all the hours we need? 
Assuming that the AT would be fine with that? If you get a late start date for a placement, you will be told what the first and last dates are.

I know this is kind of a practicum question, but do you 
recommend trying to get the AFE out of the way so we’re 
available during the actual AFE periods for practicum if necessary?

Yes, if possible. We don't know if/how schools will be affected by the pandemic going forward, and it's possible Practica may be 
cancelled or postponed. If that happens, it will be helpful to have some (or all) AFE hours complete, so that the AFE blocks in 
Year 2 could be used for Practicum if needed

Can the IB Program count towards our AFE? Yes



If a supervisor wants you to start November 17 (the start of the 
next quadmester) am I able to start then and submit the proposal 
now and get it approved after?

Yes. Submit the Proposal as soon as you reasonably can and, in the "description" section, note your start date so we can back-
date it in our records.

Would I be able to work in a program coordination setting in my 
town/city? I’m in biology and was considering contacting my 
community center about fitness, child/youth, or Parks programs. yes

If a student recieves a placement next week but their AFE is 
flexible, can one carry out both at the same time without penalty?

Yes. We just recommend being open with your AFE Supervisor from the start that you'll need to prioritize Practicum, and making 
sure that they're comfortable with that.

Can an AFE be supporting a Univeristy Prof in your field? yes
sorry, i’m not sure if this was answered but are the 210 hours 
needed for just year one? or year one and two combined? 210 hours total during your BEd, to be completed anytime before you graduate (official deadline is May 20, 2022)

If my job is in social services, could this be used towards my AFE?
Yes, possibly; the AFE has to be connected to education. We'd recommend that you submit an AFE Proposal outlining your 
learning goals for the experience and how they'll help you as a future teacher

what about emergency supply EA or ECE?

Working as an EA or ECE can count towards the AFE hours. The specific restriction against working as an uncertified teacher is 
because we work closely with the Ontario College of Teachers and Ontario Teachers Federation to ensure our students stay on 
track for their licensing requirements. They do not sanction unsupervised teaching. We cannot count it towards your program 
requirements and we try to make sure you're aware of the possible risks inherent in teaching without coverage by the union.

Does tutoring count? yes
What happens if we need to do training during the time we are 
waiting for our AFE to be approved? Especially that this training 
counts for the AFE

Please go ahead and complete the training. Submit the AFE Proposal as soon as you reasonably can, and include your start date 
for your AFE work in the "description" section.

Can you work with youth in an addictions facility, for an AFE? yes

TCs seem to be distinguishing their stream as a factor influencing 
what AFEs they can do. Do we have to find an experience that 
relates to another age range than the one in our stream?

You don't have to, but we encourage spending at least some AFE hours exploring a different grade/age/subject/curriculum/etc. 
Something different from what you'll be doing on Practicum.

Can an AFE be supporting a Univeristy (undergrad) Prof in your 
field? Or helping L’Escale (a before and after school care program) 
? Yes and yes
For those of us in the IB program, Courtney had mentioned that 
our placement for the IB program will be one of our AFE’s is that 
true? It can be

If you complete an AFE internationally, does the school help with 
housing or do we need to find accommodations on our own?

International AFEs include planning for housing (the specifics depend on the location - some of our partners have 
residences/housing, while others have TCs arrange their own housing but are available for advice). These specifics would be 
shared when we share the International opportunities (FYI all international AFE opportunities were cancelled for 2020-21 - we 
don't know what that will look like next year)

Can supporting a special ed student do virtual school count yes
What if the AFE is with a family member and another staff 
member? That would be OK. You can work with a family member for the AFE - ideally in collaboration with non-family, as you suggest
thank you for doing this you're welcome!



For any proposals that do not get accepted, will you note if it is 
because the AFE is not appropriate or becuase the learning goals 
are not sufficient? Yes, we'll be specific if we have any questions/concerns
None of my questions were answered, but I emailed Katie :) I'll get back to you as soon as I can! Please come by the Drop Ins if you need a more urgent answer
Will you be posting a recording of today’s session? I know some 
people who couldn’t make it today

We'll share the Q&A Transcript. We won't share the recording of the webinar, just because it typically takes about a week to get 
it transcribed for sharing

should we ask you first if a certain experience is allowed before 
we propose it to you ?

That's not necessary. Take a look at the list of opportunities (TheTeacherCandidate.com/can-AFE-list) and you'll see a really wide 
array of approved experiences. If you feel that your AFE meets the guidelines, we likely will too!

As for placement being confirmed tonight, what is the latest point 
that the portal will be updated? 5pm? Difficult to give an exact time; if you check first thing Friday morning that will include all the updates.
what should our learning goals look like? You will find prompts within the Proposal form to help you draft them
Can we work through our AFE during placement/school? ie. on 
weekends Yes
Can you clarify where to find the proposal? Go to TheTeacherCandidate.com/AFE and scroll down to the section called "Reports"
Can I supply ECE and count it towards my hours? Yes, ECE work can count for the AFE
Would you have to have a “supervisor” if you’re doing the IB 
program? Out teachers rotate. Not necessarily. That experience could be considered "unsupervised"
If I helped managed a summer camp, could I count the time spent 
training the staff and giving feedback? Yes, as long as the experience is after Nov 13 2020 (ie next summer would be fine)
Can you work on more than one AFE at a time? yes
Can tutoring AFE experiences apply for university students too? yes
Does coaching a sport count? If you are part of a club that has 
people who could supervise you? Yes

What if you tutor a family member?

That's OK. Ideally you'll have a Supervisor who you can turn to for guidance and advice as you go, maybe an instructor, mentor, 
teacher that you know, the tutoring student's teacher, etc. If not, it's possible that it could be considered for an "unsupervised" 
experience

If we wanted help to find an AFE who should we contact? Katie Mentone, Program Coordinator, kmentone@uwo.ca

Would only hours after tomorrow count towards the AFE hours?
Yes - you need to have at least one term of BEd courses completed, so you have some theoretical knowledge to inform your 
practice.

so we can work on these hours during the summer as well? yes
For IB, would we ask the professor for each Module to be our 
supervisor? (so, our supervisor would change every 5 weeks?) No - for the IB, the experience could be considered "unsupervised"

This was so helpful and calmed a lot of my nerves, thank you!
so glad to hear it! Please try not to worry about the AFE (I know, easier said than done)  - it's meant to be a chance for you to 
explore you education-related passions, in a more flexible way than courses or Practica

Do tutoring AFE's need to be in K-12 grade years? no
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